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Abstract

The degree of geographic concentration of individual manufacturing industries in the U.S.
has declined only slightly in the last twenty years. At the same time, new plant births, plant
expansions, contractions and closures have have shifted large quantities of employment across
plants, firms, and locations. Thispaper usesdata from theCensusBureau’sLongitudinal Research
Database to examine how relatively stable levels of geographic concentration emerge from this
dynamic process. While industries’ agglomeration levels tend to remain fairly constant, we find
that there is greater variation in the locations of these agglomerations. We then decompose
aggregate concentration changes into portionsattributable to plant births, expansions, contractions,
and closures, and find that the location choices of new firms and differences in growth rates
have played the most significant role in reducing levels of geographic concentration, while plant
closures have tended to reinforce agglomeration. Finally, we look at coagglomeration patterns
to test three of Marshall’s theories of industry agglomeration: (1) agglomeration saves transport
costsby proximity to input suppliers or final consumers, (2) agglomeration allows for labor market
pooling, and (3) agglomeration facilitates intellectual spillovers. While there is some truth behind
all three theories, we find that industrial location is far more driven by labor mix than by any of
the other explanatory variables.



1 Introduction

At this point, it is well known that industries are often geographically concentrated in particular

states or metropolitan areas (e.g. Florence (1948), Hoover (1948), Fuchs (1962), Enright (1990),

Krugman (1991), Ellison and Glaeser (1996)). Further, there is no shortage of theories explaining

why this concentration may occur (von Thunen (1825), Marshall (1920), Krugman (1991)). This

paper attempts to add a new dimension to existing descriptive work on geographic concentration

and to improve our understanding of the relative importance of these theories by using data

from the U.S. Census Bureau’s Longitudinal Research Database (LRD) to examine geographic

concentration as the outcome of a dynamic process in which new plants are constantly being born,

existing plants are expanding and contracting at very different rates, and a substantial number

of businesses are failing. Among our most notable conclusions are that there is a substantial

degree of movement of industries over time even among geographically concentrated industries;

that births of new firms and expansions of existing plants tend to reduce agglomeration, while

differing rates of plant closures reinforce agglomeration levels; and that labor market explanations

for geographic concentration seem to be important empirically.

Our investigation begins in section 3 with a review of (and expansion on) the most basic facts

on thedynamics of agglomeration. Fuchs’s (1962) monograph reported a fairly widespread decline

in agglomeration between 1929 and 1954. Kim (1995) delvesmoredeeply into thehistorical record

and reports that on average agglomeration levels increased between 1860 and 1947 and declined

thereafter, with the result that in many 2-digit industries the level of agglomeration today is quite

similar to what it was in 1860. To this, we add a more detailed look at recent history using

the index of Ellison and Glaeser (1997) to avoid certain measurement problems. We find that

agglomeration levels have declined slightly in the past twenty years, but there is a striking degree

of stability in which 3-digit manufacuring industries were agglomerated in 1972 and 1992.

The stability in the degree to which individual industries are geographically concentrated

contrasts sharply with the dramatic changes in employment which exist at the plant level (Dunne,

Robertsand Samuelson (1989 a,b), Davisand Haltiwanger (1991)). Given thisplant-level turnover,

the agglomeration of industries clearly can not be attributed solely to historical accidents which

occurred when the industry was founded. Many views of the relative importance of historical
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accidentsand external economies(or natural advantage) are, however, consistent with this turnover.

At one extreme, favoring historical accidents, one could imagine that there is great turnover of

employment at theplant level but noneat thestate-industry level; new plants may just bebuilt next

to the old ones they replace, and plant growth may come at the expense of competitors across the

street. At the other extreme, there may be a lot of movement of agglomerated industries with old

centers dying out while new ones emerge. In this case, the stability of agglomeration levels would

suggest that agglomeration levels are determined by strong equilibrium forces. In section 4, we

develop a framework for thinking about where in this range industries fall. We then use the LRD

data to describe experience of various subsets of industries, with one of our primary conclusions

being that there appears to be a substantial degree of movement even among highly agglomerated

industries. Distant historical accidents may then be of limited importance as a determinant of

where industries are located today.

The changes in employment across states and metropolitan areas are themselves the product of

a variety of changes at the plant level. For example, there are a number of different ways in which

new centers of activity in an industry may have developed: some areas may have been hotbeds

of entrepeneurial startup activity; others may have been successful in attracting the new plant

investments of established firms; others may have had one or a core of firms located there grow

to a dominant position in their industry. In section 5, we develop a framework for decomposing

agglomeration changes into portions attributable to various stages of the plant life-cycle (including

births of new firms, new plant openings by existing firms, the expansion or contraction of existing

plants and closures). We then discuss the extent to which events at the various stages of the

plant life-cycle have tended to increase or decrease levels of geographic concentration in our data.

Industry centers generate less then their proportionate share of new firm births. Existing plants

also tend to grow more slowly in areas where an industry is concentrated. Each of these processes

tends to reduce geographic concentration. We also find that rates of plant closure are lower in

such areas, however, which tends to reinforce existing agglomerations. A complete theory of

geographic concentration must then account for a variety of effects at different stages of a plant’s

life cycle.

Finally, in section 6, we focus directly on trying to explain why, on average, industrial con-

centration persists. We consider three basic theories (all discussed in Marshall (1920)): (1) firms
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locate near one another to decrease transportation costs, (2) firms locate near one another so that

workers can move from one firm to another in the event of a firm specific downturn and (3)

firms locate near one another because of intellectual spillovers. Because the theories all predict

that firms will want to locate near other plants in the same industry, we have chosen to try to

distinguish them by looking at how location choices are affected by the presence of plants in

related industries.

We use data from a variety of sources to form variables reflecting factors which the various

theoriespredict might be important determinants of location choices: weuse input-output matrices

to capture the interdependence of different industries due to supply/demand relations; tables of

occupation by industry to determine the extent to which plants use te same mix of labor; and

information on technology flowsand cross-industry co-ownership patternsto get potential measures

of opportunities for intellectual spillovers. Wethen look for theconnection between thesevariables

and the rates of plant births, expansions/contractions and closures at the metropolitan area level,

controlling for initial area-industry employment and allowing for area-specific fixed effects.

Our results provide some support for each of the theories. New plants are more likely to be

located in areas with more potential input suppliers and more potential downstream customers

(with the latter effect being more robust), although the magnitude of this effect is fairly small.

The co-ownership measure also tends to be important. However, both in terms of the economic

magnitude of its effect and in its statistical significance, our measure of labor market suitability

is the most important predictor of new plant locations. This effect is also more important in more

volatile industries, which confirms an added implication of the Marshall theory. We should be

careful to note, however, that industries with similar labor requirements may be similar in other

ways as well, and thus part of our labor effect might very well be attributable to some form of

intellectual spillovers instead.

2 Data

The main data used in this paper come from the U.S. Census Bureau’s Longitudinal Research

Database. The LRD is a longitudinal microdata file that links the information obtained from the

manufacturing establishments included in the quinquennial Census of Manufactures (since 1963)
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and the Annual Survey of Manufactures (since 1972). McGuckin (1988) and Davis, Haltiwanger

and Schuh (1996) provide a detailed account of the information found in this dataset. In this

study, we focus the analysis on the five census years since 1972, i.e. 1972, 1977, 1982, 1987 and

1992, using 1972 as a base year. This provides between 312,000 and 370,000 observations in

every census year, covering every manufacturing establishment in the U.S. We will briefly address

some of the major features of this data set here; Appendix B provides a more detailed description

of our variable construction.

One of the advantages of the LRD is that it makes it possible to follow a plant through the

stages of its life-cycle. Our analysis will focus on a breakdown of employment changes into five

categories: births of new firms, the opening of new plants by existing firms, the expansion or

contraction of existing plants, plant closures and switches of plants between industries. We define

a plant birth between time
�

and time ����� as a plant that appears in the time ����� census and

either does not appear in the time 	 census or does so with zero reported employment. We obtain

our first two categories of employment change by classifying the birth of an establishment that is

not part of a firm owning other establishments covered by the Census of Manufactures as a “new

firm birth,” and the birth of an establishment which is owned by a firm that had establishments

in previous censuses as an “old firm birth.”1 Using this distinction, an average of 87% of all

newly-created plants in our four five-year intervals can be classified as new firm births. These

plants are smaller on average than the plants opened by existing firms and account for about 50%

of employment growth due to plant births. Our third category of employment change is the net

expansion and contraction of plants which had positive employment in the industry at time 
 and

which are still in operation with strictly positive employment at time ���� . Our fourth category,

plant closures, consists of all changes attributable to plants which had positive employment in

the industry at time � and have zero employment or do not appear in the time ����� census.

Finally, to make the employment changes add up to the total employment change we need a

fifth category: switches. This category includes all employment losses or gains in an industry

which are attributable to plants which were classified as belonging to the industry at time � being

1These new firm births could be connected to firms that existed in the previous census year but did not have a
presence in manufacturing. We believe, however, that a large majority of these plants represent true entrepreneurship
and the formation of a new firm, not just a new plant.
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classified as belonging to another industry at ����� and vice versa.2 While some of these switches

undoubtedly reflect real changes in the activity of plants, others are likely just reclassifications,

and thus, we will only briefly discuss results on switches.3

Wemeasurethe level of economic activity in an industry in agiven areaby total employment in

all manufacturing establishments excluding auxiliary units. At various points in the paper we use

both states and metropolitan areas as geograpic units. There are 51 “states” including the District

of Columbia and 307 metropolitan areas. States have the advantages of being all inclusive while

metropolitan areas may be more meaningful economic units. At the industry level, we examine

134 manufacturing industries corresponding to 3-digit industries in the 1987 Standard Industrial

Classification.4 We, therefore, have 6,834 state-industry units of analysis, with four observations

on each (one for each five-year interval between censuses) for a total of up to 27,336 observations

when pooling observations from all four periods. Using metropolitan areas as the unit of analysis,

we have 41,138 metropolitan area-industry (or city-industry) units of analysis in each time period,

for a total of 164,552 total observations.

3 Preliminary facts

The geographic concentration of manufacturing industries displays a striking combination of large

changes at the plant level and small changes in the aggregate. As several authors have noted,

there is a great deal of turnover of manufacturing plants. For instance, 55% of all manufacturing

employees in 1992 were working in plants that did not even exist as of 1972, and 73% of the

plants that existed in 1972 closed in the next twenty years. There have also been substantial

employment changes at existing plants. For example, at the 211 plants having between 950 and

1050 employees in 1972 which were still operating in 1992, employment in 1992 has a mean of

2There is some arbitrariness in how one allocates the growth plants which both change employment and switch
industries. The convention we have adopted is to assign the full net expansion to the inital industry. For example, if
a plant is listed as having 100 employees in industry A at time � and 80 employees in industry B at time ����� we
regard industry A as having lost 20 employees in a contraction and 80 in a switch and industry B as having gained 80
employees in a switch.

3See McGuckin and Peck (1992).
4The sample consists of all manufacturing industries except SIC’s 211, 212, 213, 214, 237, and 381. In each of

the industries we omitted there were large employment changes attributable to plants being reported as having shifted
between theindustry in question and aclosely related industry, e.g. between the fur industry and thewomen’souterwear
industry. We felt that these switches may well have been reclassifications rather than real changes, and because the
industries in question were also fairly agglomerated, we worried that they could have a large impact on our results.
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793 and a standard deviation of 678.

In addition to the generally high level of turnover, there are also substantial differences in

turnover rates across geographical areas. In Arizona, only 18% of the manufacturing plants that

were in operation in 1972 were still operating in 1992, less than half the rate in Wisconsin (37%).

Looking at the birth process, we observe states with very high levels of new plant formation

relative to others. For example in Nevada, the mean rate of employment change due to the birth

of new plants in the four five-year periods we study was 44%, compared to 9% for Ohio. Of

course, net growth rates of employment change also differ radically across states: Utah had an

annualized mean growth rate of 3.2% while New York’s manufacturing employment declined at

the rate of 2.4% per year over the twenty year period.

Given this high turnover and the heterogeneity of experience in different areas, we think

its interesting to note that there has not been much change in the geographic concentration of

individual industries.5 TheEllison and Glaeser index (herefter EG) of thedegreeto which industry
 

is geographically concentrated at time ! is given by

"�#�$ %'& ( )�* +-,�.0/21 34 5 6�7�8:9 ;<-=�>:? @ A
where B C D E is the share of industry F ’s time G employment located in state H , I'J K�L0M0N O P Q R S TVU W X Y Z ,
is a sum of squared deviations of the industry’s employment shares [ \ ] ^ from a measure, _ ` a , of

thestate’s share of aggregate employment, and b:c d is a Herfindahl-style measure of the plant-level

concentration of employment in an industry: e:f g-hjilknm op q r s tlu�v w x y z where { | } is the level of

employment in the ~ th plant in industry � at time � .6
The first row of Table 1 reports the mean across 3-digit manufacturing industries of the EG

index. Ascan beseen, theconcentration of themean industry has remained fairly constant between

1972 and 1982, and then fell by about 10% in the following decade.

In practice, changes in the value of the EG index over time are well approximated by the

5This message may seem a bit at odds with the emphasis of the previous literature on the trends in agglomeration
levels. However, while Fuchs (1962) reports a sizable decrease in agglomeration between 1929 and 1954, the index he
uses is problematic in that one would imagine that it will tend to decrease whenever the plant-level concentration of the
industry decreases. Fuchs, in fact, notes that decreases in agglomeration were largest in the fastest growing industries
and that slow-growing and shrinking industries on average saw their agglomeration level increase. Kim (1995) reports
an increase in agglomeration up to 1947 followed by a decrease from 1947 to 1987 with the largest part of thedecrease
occurring between 1947 and 1967.

6In a departure from Ellison and Glaeser (1997), the measure � � � we use here is the unweighted arithmetic mean
of the � � � � across the industries in our sample, i.e. � � ����� � � � � �l� � � � � where I is the total number of industries.
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difference between ��� � and �:� � . Ellison and Glaeser (1997) refer to ��  ¡ as the raw geographic

concentration of employment in an industry. Thesubtraction of ¢:£ ¤ is a correction which accounts

for the fact that the ¥'¦ § measure would be expected to be larger in industries consisting of fewer

larger plants if locations were chosen completely at random. Because plant size distributions

tend to change fairly slowly, the correction is less important in cross-time comparisons within a

short time period than in cross-industry comparisons. The third and fourth rows of Table 1 give

the means of ¨�© ª and «:¬  from 1972 to 1992. These show that the decline in the EG index is

associated mainly with a decrease in raw geographic concentration rather than a change in the

average size of plants. For this reason our initial discussion of concentration changes will focus

on raw concentration.

Table2 illustrates that thesubstantial differences which exist in concentration across industries

change little over time. The correlation of EG indices measured five years apart is approximately

0.97, and the correlation between the 1972 and 1992 values is 0.92. Thus, the ongoing dy-

namic process somehow manages to maintain fairly stable levels of agglomeration. This stability

is perhaps even more striking in Kim’s (1995) calculation of Hoover’s coefficient of regional

localization for two-digit industries. The correlation between the 1860 and 1987 values of the

localization coefficients he reports is 0.64.

With these contrasting facts as motivation, this paper has two complementary tasks: first, we

seek to document the dynamic process that determines the overall concentration of industry, and

second, we seek to assess whether various theories of geographic concentration are consistent with

the observed dynamic patterns.

4 Agglomeration changes and the mobility of industries

The combination of turnover at the plant level and stability in agglomeration levels is compatible

with two very different mobility patterns: agglomeration could be constant because new plants

just replace old plants at the same location so state-industry employments do not change; or,

alternatively, some equilibrating forces may keep agglomeration roughly constant even while the

industries’ locations are changing greatly. In this section, we develop a simple framework for

thinking about how changes in agglomeration will result from a combination of the systematic
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growth and contraction of old industry centers and randomness in growth rates. We then use this

framework to describe the movement of industries in our data.

4.1 A basic decomposition

Consider the following simple regression, in which we treat the change in state-industry employ-

ment shares (e.g. the share of industry ® ’s employment located in state ¯ ) as a function of the

growth of the state’s average employment share (i.e. average across industries of the share of em-

ployment in state ° ) and the difference between initial state-industry share and the state’s average

employment share:

± ² ³ ´ µ ¶ · ¸�¹»º½¼ ¾ ¿ À�ÁÃÂÄÆÅÃÇÈÊÉ Ë Ì Í ÎnÏ½Ð Ñ Ò ÓnÔÖÕ×�Ø Ù Ú Û Ü�Ý»Þ½ß à á ânãjäå æ ç è é

where as before ê ë ì í is the share of industry î ’s employment in state ï as of time ð , ñ ò ó is the

average of this variable for state ô across industries, õö , ÷ø , and ùú are estimated coefficients and ûü ý þ ÿ
is an estimated error term which is, by construction, orthogonal to each of the regressors. Note

that this regression is specified so that each of the variables have mean zero and so that the two

regressors are orthogonal. As a result, the OLS estimates will always be that ������ and ��	��
 .
In this section, we will analyze changes in agglomeration levels using the raw concentration

component, �� � of the EG index of concentration. Write ������� � � ��� ��� ���  for the mean of this

variable across industries. Simple algebra reveals that!�" #%$'&�(�)+*-,. / 0 1 243 5 6 7 8 9�:';�< = > ?�@ A BDC�E F G4H I J K L%M�N O P Q R ST-UVXW Y Z [4\ \ ]D^`_acb d e f g%hjik�l m npo�qr�s t u v w�xcyXz { | }%~��� � � �%�X� � � �%� � �D��� � ��� � � � �%�X� � � � � ��-� X¡ ¢ £D¤¥	¦`§¨�© ª¬«  ®�¯ ° ± ² ³%´�µ ¶ · ¸ ¹cºX» ¼ ½X¾¿ ÀÁ Â Ã ÄÅÇÆ ÈDÉÊ	Ë`ÌÍ�Î Ï Ð�ÑpÒÔÓÕ�Ö × ØXÙÚ ÛÜ Ý Þ ß
This equation decomposes changes in concentration into the sum of two terms, which we

will describe as the effects of “mean reversion” and of “ randomness” (or dispersion) in the local

employment process. The first term in the decomposition, à áDâã�äæåç�è é ê�ë , depends on the extent

to which net change in employment is correlated with the initial gap between the state-industry
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employment share and the state’s mean employment share. When ìí is negative, current centers

of the industry are tending to decline in importance and/or employment is tending to increase in

areas which initially have a below average share of employment in the industry. In this case, we

will describe the state-industry employment levels as displaying mean reversion, and the first term

in the decomposition is the decrease in agglomeration attributable to this tendency. Conversely,

when îï is positive and industry centers are growing, the first term reflects a consequent increase

in agglomeration.

The second term in the decomposition, ð�ñ òcóô õö ÷ ø , captures the effect of randomness in the

growth (and decline) in state-industry employments. The magnitude of this component reflects

the degree of heterogeneity in the experience of states which initially have similar concentrations

of employment in a given industry. For example, it will be larger if some industry centers take off

whileothersfail, and if someareaswheretheindustry isnot present arevery successful in attracting

new plants while others are not. Note that this term is always positive, so that the randomness

of the employment process can always be thought of as tending to increase agglomeration levels.

For the overall level of agglomeration to have remained roughly constant in U.S. manufacturing

over the last 20 years, it must be that ùú is negative so that the agglomerating effect of random

shocks has been counterbalanced by systematic mean reversion.

The role of mean reversion of state-industry employment and random shocks in maintaining a

steady level of concentration over time is analagous to the classic discussion in statistics courses

of the fact that for the distribution of people’s heights to remain roughly the same over time it

must be the case that children of tall parents are on average shorter than their parents and children

of short parents are on average taller than their parents.

4.2 Evidence on U.S. manufacturing industries: 1972 - 1992

Table 3 contains parameter estimates for the state-industry employment change regression (1) for

different subsamples of industries. Observations from all four periods have been pooled in each

subsample. The first column gives the average EG index of each subgroup. The second gives

the correlation between each state’s shares of each industry’s employment in 1972 and 1992.

Note that these are quite high, though not as high as the 0.92 correlation between 1972 and 1992

values of the EG index. For the entire sample, the estimated coefficient ûü on the departure of the
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state-industry employment share from the average employment share is -.063. Hence, over the 20

year period, states in which an industry is initially overrepresented in an area would be expected

to experience a decline in its excess employment of nearly one-fourth.

The sixth and seventh columns of the table present our decomposition of how much of the

change in concentration is attributable to mean reversion and to dispersion in the employment

change process. In the full sample, the mean reversion effect is sufficiently strong so as to

produce a 12 percent decrease in agglomeration every five years, while the dispersion effect by

itself would lead to a 9.6 percent increase. The effects almost balance each other and result in the

net negative of -2.4 percent. We think of the magnitudes of the two separate effects as indicating

that there is a substantial degree of industry mobility relative to the degree to which concentration

levels have changed. This view constrasts with the emphasis of some previous authors (e.g.

Krugman (1991a)) on historical accident.

The results for the various subsamples indicate that there are clear differences in the em-

ployment change patterns in different groups of industries. On the high concentration subsample

(which contains the most agglomerated third of industries according to the 1972 EG index), we

estimate a ýþ which is smaller than that of the overall sample, although perhaps surprisingly there

seems to be no more or less randomness in the growth process of this subsample (as measured byÿ� ) than in thefull sample. The low concentration subsample(which contains theleast concentrated

third of the industries in the sample) is distinguished by having much stronger mean reversion;

the estimated
��

of -0.116 indicates that on average areas where an industry was overrepresented

saw their excess employment reduced by about 40% over the twenty year period.

The final four lines of the table are concerned with the behavior of four sets of industries

with moderate to high concentration. We constructed these samples manually in an attempt to

categorize the industries which appeared at the top of our concentration list. The four samples

include the majority of the industries in our ”geographically concentrated” sample (as well as

some others which are only slightly less concentrated). The one subsample which really stands

out in the table is the set of textile industries (consisting of industries within SIC groups 22 and

23 for which the 1972 EG index was in the top 60). In these industries, there is much less mean

reversion than in the other concentrated industries, and the degree of concentration has risen over

time. In each of the other subsamples, raw concentration levels have declined. The behavior of
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the high technology subsample is fairly similar to the full sample with the one notable difference

being that there is a larger random component in the employment changes.7 (This randomness,

however, is not sufficiently large so as to sustain the high initial level of agglomeration.) The set

of industries where we imagined natural resources may be relevant to agglomeration (including

several food, lumber, paper, petroleum and primary metals industries) appears to have much less

randomness in the growth and decline of state-industries than do the others.8 The pattern in the

craft industries is quite similar to the pattern in the full sample.9

Table 4 reports separate decompositions of the decline in raw concentration into components

stemming from mean reversion and from dispersion for each of the four five-year intervals in our

sample. In all four periods, concentration declines, but the change has been most pronounced

since 1982. The dispersion effect has been larger in the second half of the period than it was

in the first, and thus the more rapid decline in agglomeration which has taken place in the last

half of the period can be more than completely attributed to an increase in the rate at which old

industry centers have tended to decline.

5 Agglomeration and the plant life cycle

A new geographic center of activity in an industry can develop in a number of different ways:

the area can be a hotbed for startup firms; it may succeed in attracting the new plant investments

of existing firms; a core of preexisting firms may grow into a position of prominence. In this

section, weattempt to provide for the first time a systematic look at where in the life cycle of plant

births, expansions and closures geographic concentration comes from. We begin by describing

how changes in a measure of agglomeration may be decomposed into portions due to various life

cycle events, and then use the decomposition to describe patterns found in various sets of U.S.

manufacturing industries.

7The concentrated high technology sample consists of SICs 357, 365, 372, 376, 385 and 386.
8The concentrated natural resource sample consists of SICs 203, 207, 241, 242, 243, 261, 262, 291, 331 and 332.
9The concentrated crafts sample consists of industries 326, 328, 387, 391, 393 and 396.
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5.1 A life cycle decomposition of agglomeration changes

Suppose that the data allow the employment change in a state-industry to be partitioned into

portions attributable to one of � categories of events (e.g. to new plant births, plant closures,

etc.): ��� � � 	�
����� � ����� �������� � �  
where !�" # $ is the employment level of industry % in state & at time ' , and (�)�*+ , - is the change

in employment due to events of type . . Denote by /�0�12 3 the aggregate amount of employment

change due to the 4 th growth process.

In the previous section, we used a simple raw concentration measure of geographic concen-

tration. We justified this by noting that it is an empirical fact that the overall distribution of plant

sizes has not changed much over the last twenty years, so that there would be little benefit to

considering the more complicated EG index. Such an argument, however, is not applicable to

the problem of decomposing concentration changes into portions attributable to various life-cycle

stages. While the overall plant-level concentration of industries has remained roughly constant

(e.g. using the plant Herfindahl measure), new firm births clearly tend reduce this concentration

whileplant closures tend to increaseit. Hencetheimpact of birthsor closureson raw concentration

and on the EG index may be quite different.

To obtain a tractable decomposition, we focus on a measure of agglomeration, 56 , which

approximates the EG index: 78:9 ;�<>=@? ABDCFEHGJI KL MDNPORQ S T
(The approximation involves ignoring the URV�WRX Y denominator of the EG index.10) WritingZ@[�\^]_�`Ha b@c d for the average raw concentration across industries, we first define in equation (3)

below a decompositon of the aggregate change in raw concentration in to portions attributable to

events in each of the e categories, i.e. wedefinemeasures f�gDhi such that j@k lnm o�p@qrHs�tu vnwyx�z�{| .
Next in equation (4), wedefinea similar decomposition of changes in theaverageplant Herfindahl,}R~ �n� �@�R���H���� ���y������ . Our final measureof theportion of thechangein theindex ����^����H�y��:� �

10Because the changes in � attributable to the various stages of the life cycle typically have a magnitude of about
0.001, this should have a very small impact on the changes in the agglomeration index attributed to the various stages.
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attributable to the � th stage of the life cycle is then just�F� ¢¡�£¥¤�¦�§¨©�ª¬«HJ® ¯° ±D²�³�´�µ¶¢·
To decompose raw concentration changes, we first define a measure ¸�¹ º » ¼ ½ of the portion of

the change in state ¾ ’s share of employment in industry ¿ which is due to the À th growth process

by Á�Â Ã Ä Å Æ�ÇÉÈ�Ê�ËÌ Í ÎnÏPÐ Ñ Ò Ó Ô�Õ�Ö× ØÙ�Ú Û ÜnÝßÞ
The numerator of the right hand side contains a difference of two terms: the actual employment

change due to the events of the à th type and the employment change that would have resulted

if events of the á th type had occurred in proportion to initial state-industry employment. The

denominator is end-of-period industry employment. If, for example, new firm births in an industry

occured proportionally to the initial state-industry employments (and there were no differences in

the size of new firms across states), then there would be no changes in state-industry employment

shares caused by new firm births, and â�ã new birthä å æ would be zero for each state. Because state-

industry shares change nonlinearly with changes in each plant’s employment, our partition of

share changes into portions attributable to each of several factors is by necessity arbitrary. We

believe, however, that thisdefinition seemsnatural, and it satisfies thecrucial adding up constraint:ç è é ênëPì í î�ïHð�ñnò�ó ô õ ö ÷ .
We then estimate for each of the ø categories of employment changes a growth regression of

the formù ú:û üRý þ ÿ � ��������
	���� � � � � ����� � � ������ �  ! " # $&%
'�( ) * +�,.-/ 0 1 2 3 4
The estimates from these regressions will satisfy 57698:�;=<?>@

, A7BDCE FHGJIK , and LM N O PRQTS�UDVW X Y Z [ \
where ]^D_ `a&b and cd e f g are the estimates from the employment change regression (1) of the previous

section. Theaggregatechange in raw concentration is related to theparametersof theseregressions

by hji k�l
m�njoJprq sut�vw�xzy{&|j}�~T��j� � �7�� �� � �
��� ���9���� � �u������ �j���T��j�   ¡7¢£ ¤ ¥ ¦ §¨ © ª « ¬ ®�¯ °.±³²µ´¶ ·
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where the change in raw concentration due to events in the ¸ th category is defined by¹ º�» ¼³½u¾¿µÀTÁ9ÂÃ�Ä Å ÆuÇ�ÈÉ�Ê ËjÌ�ÍTÎÏRÐ Ñ ÒÔÓÕ Ö × Ø ÙÚ Û Ü Ý Þ ßÔà
As motivation for this definition note that á³âuãä is a sum of four terms:å³æµçèµé�ê ëDìí�îDï�ðñ&òó�ô õuö�÷Tøùjú û ü7ýþ ÿ��� � �����	�
�� ���� ���� ���������� � �! " # $ % &(') *+�,.-/ 01 2 3 4

The first two terms reflect the change in concentration due to the mean reversion and random-

ness in employment changes of type 5 . The third and fourth terms are what we thought was a

natural allocation of the additional agglomeration changes which result from correlations between

employment changes due to events of type 6 and due to events of other types.

The decomposition of changes in the plant Herfindahl index into portions due to events at

each stage of the life cycle is analogous with plant-industry employments taking the role of state-

industry employments. Let 7 8 9 : be the employment level in the ; th plant in industry < at time = .
We write > ? @ A.BDC E F G HI!J.K L M N for plant O ’s employment share within its industry so that our plant

Herfindahl measure for industry P can then be written as QSR T.U!VXW.Y Z[ \ Z . We write ]S^._a`bc!d eSf g
for the average of this measure across industries. We write hji k l monqp r s t uvxwzy { | } for the change

in that share over time, with the convention that ~ � � � is set to zero if plant � is not in industry � at

time � . (For example, �j� � � �.����� � � � if the � plant in industry � has switched to another industry

at time ��D� .)
Assume again that we have a partition of employment changes in each plant-industry into

portions attributable to events in each of � categories:

�j� � � �o�X� �q j¡ ¢ £ ¤ ¥ ¦
As before, we define the portion of the change in each plant’s share of employment to events in

each category by §j¨ ©ª « ¬o�®j¯ ° ± ² ³´¶µ · ¸ ¹ ºj»�¼½ ¾¿�À Á Â.ÃÅÄ
Thisdefinition again yieldsan allocation of sharechangesacross thecategories, i.e. Æ Ç È É Ê.Ë Ì�Í Î Ï Ð.ÑÒzÓÔjÕ Ö× Ø Ù Ú Wethen estimateseparateemployment changeregressions for each of the Û components

of changes in the plant-industry employment shares,

ÜjÝ Þß à áoâ�ãä�åxæ�çè(é�êë ì í î�ïqðñ ò ó ô õ ö
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where ÷ø ù ú û�ü�ý þ ÿ �������� for
�
	

is the number of plants which operate in the industry either in

period � or in period ���� .
We show in Appendix A that the definition analagous to our definition of ��� � � ,

� ��� ������
� � !#"$&%('*)+&,�-.�/ 0 1
2�354687:9<;=
> ?�@BAC8D E FHGI JLKM N O(PBQR8S T UWVX Y Z [ \^]_a`b cdae�fg h i j k lmon
again provides a decomposition which satisfiesprq s�t(uwvrx�y{z |�}�~�����
5.2 Evidence on the life cycle decomposition

In this section, we discuss how events at various stages of the plant life cycle have contributed to

thegeographic concentration of U.S. manufacturing industries. Our analysis of data from the LRD

focuses on a description of employment changes as resulting from five categories of events: births

of new firms, openings of new plants by existing firms, the growth or decline in employment at

existing plants which continue to operate in the industry, plant closures, and switches of plants

from one industry to another. Among our most general conclusions are the new firm births and

expansions of existing plants have a deagglomerating effect while the plant closure process tends

to reinforce concentration levels.

5.2.1 Overall patterns

Table 5 lists the coefficient estimates from regressing each component of employment change,��� � � � �
, on the initial excess concentration of the industry in the state, � � � �#�o� � � , and on the

overall growth of the state, � � � ���#�H� � � as in equation (2). For the new firm birth and old firm

birth regressions, the coefficient on � � � �:���   ¡ is negative indicating that there is mean reversion in

employment shares: employment in new plants (especially those belonging to new firms) increases

lessthan one-for-onewith state-industry employment. Thecoefficient on initial excessemployment

is positive in the closure regression, indicating that plants are less likely to close in states which

have a higher than expected shareof the industry’s employment. (Note that the dependent variable

is negative in this regression.) For expansions and contractions the ¢£ coefficient is also negative,

implying that growth rates are lower in states with a high initial concentration in the industry.
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New firms are more likely to start away from current geographic centers of the industry, and

growth is faster away from those centers, but the risks appear to be higher in the periphery and

closures are also higher there.

Table 6 reports the portions of the change in the approximate Ellison-Glaeser index, ¤¥:¦ which

we attribute to each of the life cycle stages. These changes are listed as a percentage of initial

concentration in the set of industries, i.e. the table reports values of § ¨ ¨ ©«ª¬�® ¯a°±:² . Again, new firm

births consistently have the effect of reducing the degree to which industries are geographically

concentrated. On its own, the deagglomerating effect of new firm births can account for about

three-fourths of the observed decline in geographic concentration over the last 20 years. While

plants opened by preexisting firms are comparable to new firm births in their total employment,

they have less of a deagglomerating effect — they only reduce geographic concentration in three

of the four five year periods, and on average their effect is only a little more than one-third as

large as the effect of new firm births.

Consistent with our previous observation that net expansions are lower in areas with an excess

concentration of employment in an industry, we find that net expansions also tend to reduce

geographic concentration. The magnitude of his effect is roughly comparable to that of new firm

births. The one growth process which appears to reinforce geographic concentration is the closure

process. Given that plant closures have not been explicitly discussed in the existing theoretical

literature on geographic concentration, this result particularly merits attention.

When interpreting the results on expansions and closures, it should be kept in mind that the

regression on which our decomposition is based does not have controls for differences in the age

and size of plants. Plants in industry centers tend to be older and larger than the average plant in

an industry, and hence one might expect them both to grow more slowly and to be less likely to

close. We discuss how accounting for this may change one’s view of the effect of these stages in

section 5.2.4.

5.2.2 Changing patterns over time

One of our initial observation from Table 1 was that the trend toward industries being less

geographically concentrated has been more pronounced in the second half of our sample than

in the first. The average across industries of the value of the EG index was 0.039 in 1972, 0.038
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in 1982, and 0.034 in 1992. From Table 6 we see that this change is largely attributable to the

fact that differing plant closure rates ceased to reinforce initial concentrations and to an increased

tendency for plant expansions to occur away from industry centers. The effect of new plant births

has been fairly constant throughout the period we study.

5.2.3 Differences across industries

Table 7 reports the results of life-cycle decompositions of agglomeration changes for various

subsets of industries. In each case we report the average of the effect in each of the four five-year

periods.11

The first row of Table 7 repeats the average results from Table 6. The second and third rows

look separately at the most geographically concentrated one-third and the least geographically

concentrated one-third of industries (in terms of 1972 values of the EG index). Our main conclu-

sion here is that the full sample results are also representative of what has happened within the

highly geographically concentrated industries. In the nonlocalized industries, new firm births and

expansions have not had a deagglomerating effect, and levels of geographic concentration have

increased (albeit only slightly given that the base to which the percentages apply is very small.)

The final four rows of the table describe the behavior of the same four subsamples of the set

of highly geographically concentrated industries which we discussed in section 4.2 in connection

with Table 3. The life cycle pattern of the location of the high tech industries differs somewhat

from the overall pattern. Both the openings of new plants by existing firms and the net expansions

which have occured in existing plants have had stronger deagglomerating effects here than in the

average industry. There also seems, however, to have been a greater difference between plant

closure rates in and away from industry centers, so, in the aggregate, geographic concentration in

these industries has decreased only a bit more than in the typical industry.

We noted earlier that the textile and apparel industries stand out for having become more

geographically concentrated over the last twenty years. The largest part of this difference is

attributable to net expansions acting to reinforce geographic concentration, with plant births (to

new and old firms) also having less of a deagglomerating effect than in the full sample.

11Note that when measuring the concentration of industries within a subsample we still use the same measure ³ ´ µ
of state size as in the full sample. As a result, the decompositions within a subsample will not have the same adding
up property as they do in the full sample.
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5.2.4 Plant age and size effects

Plants located in industry centers are on average older and larger than the other plants in their

industry. Our decompositions will therefore regard closures as reinforcing concentration even if

the only reason why this is true is the general tendency of older, larger plants to be less likely to

close. The effects of age and size on expansion will similarly make expansions deagglomerating,

even if the net expansion is otherwise independent of a plant’s location.

To help clarify why the expansion and closure processes have the effects they have on levels

of geographic concentration, we present in Table 8 estimates of the regression¶�·L¸¹ º »¼^½ ¾À¿oÁ�Â Ã8ÄaÅ Æ Ç È É ÊrË8ÌÍ ÎÏ#Ð ÑÓÒ8ÔaÕ Ö × Ø Ù�ÚLÛÜ ÝÞ#ß àÓá8â�ã ä^å æaç8è é ê&ë ì�í î ï ð8ñaò ó
ô õ:ö ÷^ø�ù ú û:ü
ý:þ ÿ�� ��� ���	� 
 ���� � � � �
where ��� ����� � ��� �! " # is the average employment of plants in the state-industry at time $ , and the

last two variables are the fraction of plants in the state-industry which appear for the first time

in the year % and year &('*) censuses, respectively. In this specification, a coefficient of one on+ , - . /10�23 45�6 7 would indicate that plant births, closures, etc., occur proportionally to initial employment

in the state-industry (after controlling for age and size effects). At the other extreme, a coefficient

of zero on 8 9 : ; <!=	>? @A�B C would indicate that the events in question are independent of any departures

of state-industry employment from overall state employment.

After adding the controls for plant age and size, plants in industry centers still appear to

be less likely to close, but our previous conclusions about the effects of expansions seem to be

entirely due to diffences in the age and size of plants in different areas. If anything, proportional

expansion is greater in areas with a greater initial concentration of employment in an industry.

While the 0.63 coefficient on D E F G H1I�JK LM�N O in the new births regression is less than one, it is also

far from zero. Hence, while the fraction of new plant births located in an industry center tends

to be less than the area’s share of employment in the industry, it is much greater than would be

predicted simply from the aggregate employment of the area. As a result, even though new plant

births tend to reduce geographic concentration, they reduce it by far less than they would if the

locations of new plants were not correlated with initial state-industry employment. In this sense,

new firm births can also be regarded as causing geographic concentration, and examining them

further will be an important part of our assessment of theories of geographic concentration.

Table 9 reports estimates from a similar regression where the coefficients on P Q R S T!U	VW XY�Z [ and
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\ ] ^ _1`�ab cd�e f were allowed to vary by two-digit industry. Note first that in the median two-digit

industry new plant births are further from proportional to state-industry employment than our full

sample estimates. The apparel industry (SIC 23) stands out for its concentration of new firm

births in industry centers. The pattern of closure rates being lower in areas where an industry is

concentrated appears to be very widespread and is most pronounced in the furniture and printing

and publishing industries (SICs25 and 27). Thepattern of net expansionsbeing greater in industry

centers (after controlling for plant age and size effects) also seems to be very consistent, with the

apparel industry standing out as the one clear exception.

6 Theories of industrial location

In this section, we use data from the LRD to assess the importance of three of Marshall’s (1920)

theories of industry agglomeration. While not explicitly dealing with dynamics, each of the theo-

ries identifies a benefit that firms may receive from locating near other firms in the same industry.

Hence, they share a primary conclusion — in equilibrium industries will be geographically con-

centrated.

The approach we will take in trying to distingush between the theories is based on the obser-

vation that while their central conclusions are the same, the theories differ in their implications

for which firms in other industries a firm may wish to be near. We thus focus on the cross-

industry coagglomeration patterns in our data, controlling for the general tendency of plants to

locate (or expand or not close when located) near others in the same industry and asking if in

addition firms seem to locate or expand operations in areas where there is a great deal of activity

in other industries which the theories suggest could provide coagglomeration benefits. While the

tests will focus on coagglomeration patterns, our primary motivation is the belief that they will be

informative also as to which forces provide the benefits of intra-industry agglomeration.

6.1 The theories

Wefirst review quickly thetheoriesof agglomeration in Marshall (1920) and thevariablesavailable

to us which may be of use in testing them.
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6.1.1 The presence of suppliers and customers

Marshall (1920) argues that transportation costsshould induceplants to locateclose to their inputs,

close to their customers, or most likely at some point optimally trading off distance between

inputs and customers. While quantifying this could involve a very complex measure involving

the location of not just firms in particular area but also the location of all firms in neighboring

areas, for simplicity, our measures of nearby supplier/customer presence will focus solely on their

presence in a metropolitan area.

Our measure of input supplier presence for industry g in state h at time i isj k�l�m�n o p q1rtsu vw�x y z { |�} ~ ���� �(�
and our measure of product customer presence is����� ����� � � �1�t�� ���� ��� � �(� � ��(� �(�
where � � � is the share of industry � ’s inputs that come from industry   , ¡�¢ £ is the share of industry¤
’s outputs that go to industry ¥ , ¦(§ ¨ © is industry ª ’s employment in state « , and ¬� ® is total

employment in state ¯ . These measures run from 0 (which means that no input supplying or

output purchasing industries are in that state) to 1 (which is possible only if all of the input

suppliers or output purchasers of the industry are located in the state).

Onepossible view is that the inputs or outputs that really matter are thosethat arenot vertically

integrated. Chinitz (1961) argued that the strength of New York City comes from the fact that

input suppliers are themselves single-unit plants that are not tied to upstream or downstream firms

and are available to either sell to or buy from new entrepreneurs. To examine this hypothesis,

we will also look to see whether the presence of customers and suppliers who are not part of a

multi-plant firm has a greater effect than the presence of customers or suppliers in general. The

Chinitz (1961) view can also be examined by comparing the importance of suppliers in new firm

births (where unconnected suppliers should be particularly important) and old firm births (which

may have pre-existing supplier relationships).

As a potential indicator or where transportation costs may be a more important concern, we

also obtained from the 1977 Census of Transportation the weight per dollar value of the industry’s

shipments. We call this variable °²± ³ ´	µ	¶ · .
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6.1.2 Labor market pooling

Marshall’s second theory of industrial location is that firms locate near one another to shield

workers from the vicissitudes of firm-specific shocks. Workers are willing to accept lower wages

in locations where other firms stand by ready to hire them (see Diamond and Simon (1990)

for evidence and Krugman (1991a) for a formalization). Rotemberg and Saloner (1991) present

an alternative theory in which workers gain not because of insurance from shocks, but because

multiple firmsprotect workers against ex post appropriation of investments in human capital. Both

theories predict that plants that use the same type of workers will locate near one another.

To test this theory, we use a measure based on the similarity of the labor requirements of

an industry with the composition of a state’s labor pool outside of that industy. Specifically, we

measure the suitability of the labor mix in an area with:¸(¹�º » ¼ ½²¾ ¿	À Á Â!ÃÅÄÇÆ ÈÊÉËÍÌ1Î Ï�ÐÒÑÓ ÔÕ�Ö ×(Ø Ù ÚÛ�Ü Ý�Þàß�á â ã ä1å æ çè é1ê
where ë indexes occupations and ì!í î is the fraction of industry ï ’s employment in occupation ð .
The measure can thus be understood as a sum of squared deviations measure of the similarity

between the occupation mix desired by industry ñ and an estimate of the composition of the area’s

labor forceobtained by taking aweighted averageof theaverageof thetypical employment patterns

of the other manufacturing industries located there. The variable is scaled so that better matches

correspond to higher values, with the maximum of zero being achieved if industy ò has exactly

the same fraction of its employment in each of the 277 occupations as the average manufacturing

industry in the area.

To assess theMarshallian version of the labor pooling hypothesis, we will interact thisvariable

with ó�ô õ ö ÷�ø ù ú û , a measure of risk in the industry. This measure is the rate of employment loss

due to closures in the industry as a whole, calculated as ü�ýÿþ closure� ��� ��� � .
While our intention is for the �
	��  � ��� ��� � variable to reflect labor market conditions, we

should note that it could also capture other shared attributes of the industry, since industries that

usethesametypeof workers could besimilar along other dimensions. For example, industries that

share workers may also be industries between which there is a greater possibility for intellectual

spillovers.
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6.1.3 Information spillovers

Firms may also locate where they are likely to learn from other firms. This learning can take

the form of workers learning skills from one another (as Marshall argued) or industrial innovaters

copying each other (as is reportedly the case in Silicon Valley, see Saxenian, 1994). Firms will

group near one another either because of the gains from continued presence or because the idea

leading to the opening of a new plant came from an existing concentration of employment in

nearby plants.

Because it is difficult to observe and measure patterns of information spillovers, information

spillover theoriesarethemost difficult to assessempirically. In thispaper, weemploy two measures

which we hope might reflect such spillovers. First, using a technology flow matrix constructed by

Scherer (1984), we construct a variable measuring the extent to which different industries use each

other’s technological innovations. Scherer’s matrix estimates the extent to which R&D activity

in one industry flows out to benefit another industry either through a supplier-customer relation

between these two industries or based on the likelihood that patented inventions obtained in one

industry will find applications in the other industry. Specifically, we suppose that the information

spillover benefits which a plant in industry � receives when locating in area � are captured by

��� � �����  !�" # $&%(') *+�, -�. /
0
1 2 34
5 6
7

where 8�9 : reflects the technology flows from industry ; to industry < Scherer (1984) estimated

from the R&D and patent data.

Since technology flows capture only one particular form of intellectual flows, we will also use

a more indirect and tenuous measure based on co-ownership of plants across industries. The idea

is that co-ownership occurs, at least in part, due to economies of scope such as those associated

with the sharing of ideas within a firm. Using the LRD we have created a co-ownership matrix=?> @
which captures the extent to which plants in industry A are integrated with plants in industryB

It is equal to the fraction of industry i’s employment which is contained in firms that also own

plants in industry C . Clearly many factors other than information spillovers can lead firms to

operate in multiple industries; in order to reduce the degree to which a co-ownership measure

might reflect input-output relationships instead we set D?E F to zero whenever one industry in the

pair accounts for more than 5% of all inputs used in the other industry at the national level.
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As a measure of the degree to which area G has a lot of activity in industries which may

provide information spillover benefits to firms in industry H we then define

I J�K L M�N O K P Q JSR T UWV(XY Z[�\�]?^ _
`ba c debf g
h

As a potential inicator or where intellectual spillovers may be more important, we will also

interact this variable with a measure of the fraction of the employment in the industry which is

contained in occupations which we imagined would normally require a college degree, ikj l l m n�m o .
6.2 Empirical framework

As discussed earlier, our approach to assessing the importance of the theories of agglomeration

exploits the fact that the theories make different predictions about which pairs of industries will

tend to coagglomerate. For example, labor market pooling predicts that firms should gain from

locating near plants in other industries which employ workers with similar skills, while the tech-

nological spillover theory predicts that industries which are suited to cross-fertilization of ideas

may coagglomerate. Because the different theories may also be more or less relevant at different

stages of theplant life cycle, we will estimate in separateregressions whether employment changes

at each stage follow the pattern predicted by the theory. We examine employment changes using

two main regression specifications. The first is a linear growth regression which fits well with

the previous decomposition:prqtsu v wx�y z�{}| ~��b�(��� � � � �S�(��� � � �S����� � ������� � � �S����� �����  ���� ¡ ¢ £S¤�¥S¦ §
¨�© ª « ¬� ®�¯ ° ±
²t³�´ µt¶ · ¸�¹kº » ¼�½ ¾ ¿SÀ�Á�Â Ã Ä�Å Æ Ç�È É Å Ê Ë Ä�Ì Í Î Ï ÐrÑtÒÓ ÔÕ�Ö ×ÙØÛÚ ÜSÝ�Þ ßWàâá ã ä å æ

The dependent variable çrètéê ë ì / í�î ï is the change in industry ð ’s employment in area ñ between

time ò and time óWô�õ due to events of type ö , expressed as a proportion of initial employment

in the industry. The right hand side variables are: two variables, ÷ ø ù ú and û ü ý , which control for

state sizes and for the tendency of plants to locate near other plants in the same industry; the

variables designed to reflect the coagglomeration preditions of the theories (interacted with the

overall employment change in the industry due to the þ th factor); and state and industry fixed

effects. In the closureand expansion regressions, wealso includeas controls the log of the average

plant size in the state-industry and the shares of initial employment in the state-industry in plants
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that are less than fiveand between five and ten yearsold, respectively. Previous work (e.g. Dunne,

Roberts and Samuelson (1989a)) has shown that plant age and plant size are important correlates

of the probability of closing and the potential for plant growth.

In our data, the linear growth regressions have the disadvantage of placing a great deal of

weight on the number of large outliers which are present. For this reason, we will instead

focus on an alternate specification which uses ÿ � ��� �����
	�� � � � as the dependent variable.12 This

transformation improves the fit of the regression equation and the robustness of the results. We

add one to the employment change in order not to discard any observations. The basic functional

form is:

� � ��� �����
���� � �  "!$#&%('*)�+�, - .�/ / 0�1�243 5 6 7 8 9
:�;< = > ? @�A B CED�F�G�H I J�K L M N O PRQ�ST U V W
X�Y&Z [ \^]�_�` a b c�dfeEg h�i�j k�i�j l m n�o�p�q r(s^t u v wyx z&{ | }�~���� ��� � ����� � �4� � �
���&� � ��� � �&� � � � � ��� � ����� ����  ¡(¢�£ ¤ ¥ ¦ §

To test whether the importance of each of the theories varies across industries in the expected

manner, wealso estimate the logarithmic specificationswith a number of interactionsasmentioned

above.

In both specifications, wehavetried to simplify theinterpretation of theresultsby defining each

of thevariablesso that the theoretical prediction is that thesignsshould bepositive. Wealso divide

all of our explanatory variables and our dependent variables by their standard deviations, so that

thecoefficientscan be interpreted asmeasuring by how many standard deviationsthecomponent of

employment change increases when the explanatory variable increases by one standard deviation.

A potential problem with any employment change regression is that if initial employment

levels are in equilibrium, the benefits of further agglomeration will be exactly counterbalanced

by whatever forces keep employment from concentrating at a single location. Hence, our tests

could fail to find evidence of the benefits of agglomeration. Given that there are large random

shocks to industries and that (some) plants are fairly long-lived, we feel that spatial distributions

are likely to be sufficiently far from equilibrium to make our approach useful. We do feel though

that it may be informative to look also at the cross-industry agglomeration patterns which exist

in the initial employment levels. We, thus, include at the end of this section a regression like the

12In the case of closures we use ¨�© ª « ¬ �®R¯�°²±³ ´ µ ¶ as the dependent variable.
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logarithmic specification but with the logarithm of initial employment levels ( · ¸ ¹�º »4¼�½4¾ ¿ À Á )) as

the dependent variable.

6.3 Results

In this section, we present the results obtained from estimating the regressions described above

on the LRD data. In our base specification, we use metropolitan areas as the geographic unit

of observation and estimate the regressions one the full pooled set of five year changes from

1972-1977, 1977-1982, 1982-1987 and 1987-1992. Our results strongly support the importance

of labor market explanations for agglomeration, although we find some significant evidence for

each of the theories.

Table10 presents thecoefficient estimates from our linear specification of employment growth.

The births regressions have 164,552 observations, while the expansion/contraction and closure

regressions only use 85,588 because we have left out state-industries with zero initial emploment

(where the employment changes due to expansions/contractions and closures can only be zero.)

All regressions include state, industry and year fixed effects, and we present standard errors which

allow for correlation in theerrors within a state-industry. In the lower part of the table, one can see

that the control variables, Â Ã Ä Å ÆRÇ�ÈÉ Ê Ë Ì�Í Î and Ï Ð Ñ Ò
Ó�ÔÕ Ö × Ø4Ù Ú , are highly significant, and the estimates

are quite similar to those reported in Table 8.

In the regression with employment changes due to new firm births as the dependent variable,

most of the cross-industry variables have the expected positive signs, but the standard errors on

most of the variables are sufficiently large so as to prevent us from drawing clear conclusions

on which factors are and are not important. The Û(Ü^Ý Þ ß àâá ã variable is highly significant. The

regression with employment changes due to plant openings by preexisting firms as the depen-

dent variable suggests that proximity to downstream customers may be important for these firms,

but, again, the results are inconclusive. In the closure regression, none of the explanatory vari-

ables are both significant and of the expected sign. None of the variables are significant in the

expansion/contraction regression.

As we mentioned earlier, the linear specification might be expected to yield weak results given

the large outliers which are present in the data. For this reason, we also estimated and will now

focus on the log specification. The results, which are presented in Table 11, are much more
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consistent; most of the estimates are highly significant and have the expected signs.

The effects of the presence of input suppliers and customers are fairly modest. The effect

of proximity to suppliers as captured by the ä å&æ�ç�è variable is insignificant in generating new

firm births but appears to matter more in predicting the location of old firm births. The opposite

appears to be true for our é�ê�ë ì�ê�ë measure of the presence of downstream customers, which is

more important in explaining where new firms births are located. The magnitudes of these effects

are fairly small; a one standard deviation increase in the present of input suppliers leads only to

a 0.03 standard deviation increase in the presence of old firm births. In addition, in unreported

regressions we did not find that these effects were any stronger in industries with higher transport

costs (as measured by weight per dollar of shipment) or that the effects were stronger when the

suppliers/customers were nonintegrated firms. Of course, part of the effect of these variables may

be working through the initial level of employment in the state, and these regressions can only be

interpreted as suggesting that input suppliers have only a negligible impact on new plant births

over and above their effect on the “steady state” level of employment in the state.

Relative to the effect of input and output related industries, the importance of our í(î^ï ð ñ òâó ô
measure of the suitability of an area’s labor force is striking. New plants seem to have a very

strong tendency to locate where there are other industries using the same kind of workers. A one

standard deviation increase in the level of the labor mix variable causes a 0.18 standard deviation

increase in the number of new plant births. This effect of labor mix is important for old firm

plant births as well but somewhat smaller. A one standard deviation increase in the labor mix

variable leads to an 0.13 standard deviation increase in the log of employment from new plant

births. These effects appear to be somewhat stronger in industries with a higher closure rate,

confirming the basic Marshallian hypothesis.

The effect of the õ ö�÷ ø ù&ú û ÷ ü ý ö variable, which is meant to be a proxy for some kinds of

intellectual spillovers, is also quite significant. A one standard deviation increase in that variable

leads to an 0.08 standard deviation increase in the log of new births. This effect is stronger for old

plant births, and comparable to the effect of labor mix in those regressions. In addition, the effect

of this integration variable is indeed stronger in those industries which employ more workers in

occupations requiring a college education, suggesting that intellectual spillovers may be a more

important determinant of location choices in idea-oriented industries. The effect of the þ�ÿ � ����� � �
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measure of intellectual spillovers is much smaller, although it also is highly significant in the old

firm birth regressions.

In theregression with employment changesdueto plant closuresasthedependent variable, only

the �
	��  � ��� � and ��� � ����� � � variables are significant and each is associated with more plant

closings rather than fewer. While these are not effects which would tend to cause agglomeration,

the �
���  ! "�# $ result may not be inconsistent with Marshall’s view of labor market pooling.

While a geographically isolated firm which experiences a downturn in its demand or a negative

productivity shock might be able to retain many of its workers at lower pay and exploit their

occupation-specific human capital, one could imagine that a firm which shares a pooled labor

market may be less able to retain its employees and be forced to shut down.

To provide a more complete picture of where the %
&�' ( ) *�+ , and - .0/ 1 243 5 / 6 7 . results are

coming from, Table 12 reports coefficient estimates from log regressions in which the coefficients

on 8
9�: ; < =�> ? and @ A0B C D�E F�B G H A are allowed to vary with the two-digit industry to which a

three-digit industry belongs. Both variables seem to be very strong predictors of the locations

of new and old firm births in the fabricated metals, industrial machinery, electonic and electrical

equipment and instruments industries (SICs 34, 35, 36 and 38). This suggests that both the labor

market pooling and intellectual spillovershypothesesareparticularly important for thesemorehigh

technology industries. The variables are also both important for new firm births in the lumber

and furniture industries (SICs 24 and 25), and I J0K L M4N O K P Q J is also important in the food and

chemicals industries (SICs 20 and 28).

Table 13 repeats our log regressions at the state level. In both the new and old firm birth

regressions, the presence of input suppliers now has a larger effect than does the presence of

downstream customers. Taken together with the previous results, this suggests that suppliers are

in general a more important consideration in location choice and that firms may only need to be

reasonably closeto supplierswhile most of thebenefits to locating from customers may comefrom

locating in the same city. The integration variables are also, again, significant. By far, though, the

dominant effect in these regressions is again the R
S�T U V W�X Y variable. The estimated magnitude

of its effect here is larger than any of the effects in any of our previous regressions.

Finally, Table 14 reports estimates from regressions where the log of (one plus) the level

of employment in a particular MSA-industry is the dependent variable. Since the presence of
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other industries is certainly a function of the location of one’s own industry, these results are best

interpreted as a reduced form establishing some stylized facts rather than establishing a causal

link. The Z�[�\ ]4[�\ variable is highly significant, as are the ^ _a` b c4d e ` f g _ and h�i j k�l�m n o variables.

However, all of these variables are completely dominated by the importance of p
q�r s t u�v wax A one

standard deviation increase in this variable increases the level of steady state employment by 0.41

standard deviations.

7 Conclusion

This paper has argued that the concentration of industries is best viewed as a dynamic process

in which the combination of plant births, closures and expansions/contractions act together to

maintain a slow-changing level of industrial concentration. A primary finding of this paper is

that the birth process, especially for new firms, acts to reduce concentration as the new plants are

generally located away from established industry centers. This is partly balanced by the closure

process which generally favors plants in agglomerated areas.

To examine these processes further and to understand the forces underlying agglomeration, we

tested three different theories of industrial location. We found that the presence of input suppliers

and customers is relatively unimportant in explaining why firms in different industries locate near

oneanother. Intellectual spilloversappear to besomewhat more important, but the location process

appears to be dominated by the labor mix of a particular area: plants do seem to locate near other

industries when they share the same type of labor. This effect is quite large and suggests that

labor market pooling is a dominant force in explaining the agglomeration of industry. Of course,

this effect could potentially be occurring because industries with similar labor mixes share ideas

as well as workers, and we leave further examination of that concern to later work.
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Appendix A

In this appendix we provide a more complete derivation of the life-cycle decomposition of
changes in the average plant Herfindahl.

Let y z { | be the employment level in the } th plant in industry ~ at time � . Define � � � ���� � � � �a���a� � � � , ��� � � ����� � � � ���� ¢¡ £ ¤ ¥ , and ¦§ ¨ © ª¬«� ® ¯ °�±³²´aµ where ¶�· is the number of plants which
operate in the industry either in period ¸ or in period ¹�º�»

If one runs a regression with employment changes within each plant-industry as the dependent
variable on the sample of plant-industries which have positive employment either in period ¼ or
period ½�¾�¿
À Á�Â Ã Ä Å Æ Ç È�É¬ÊÌË Í Î Ï¬ÐÒÑÓÕÔÒÖ×ÙØÚ Û Ü Ý0Þ�ßà á â ã ä
the estimates will always satisfy åæ�çéè , êìë íïîð ñ ò óïôöõ , and ÷ìø ù�úû ü ý þ ÿ� � � ����� . (Note that we say
plant-industry just to indicate that there’s one observation on each plant for each industry to which
it belongs in either time period of the pair; a plant which has switched industries between � and	�
�

thus has its experiences recored in two observations in the regression.)
Changes in ��� are related to the regression coefficients by��� ������������� � �!#"%$&�' (�)+*�,+-/.0214365728 9:<;=2> ? @BAC DE F G

To see this, we simply note that HIKJL MN O P QSRT U V W X Y�Z\[]+^ _ `2a�b�c d�e\fg+h and then substiture the
regression equation into the plant Herfindahl formula:i�j k�l�m�n�oqpsrt2u v wxy4z{ | } ~+������ �� � ��s��2� � ��� ��� � � � �� � � �������  ¡ ¢ £¤s¥¦2§ ¨ ©�ª¬«¬®K¯° ± ² ³�´�µ¶ · ¸ ¹ º »¼ ½ ¾ ¿�ÀSÁ¬ÂÃKÄÅ Æ Ç È�É�ÊË Ì Í Î Ï Ð

ÑsÒÓ�Ô Õ Ö×#Ø%ÙÚ�Û Ü Ý Þ ßàá âã ä å�æ<çè2é ê ëBìí îï ð ñòôó õ�ö÷#ø%ùú�û ü4ýþ2ÿ � � � ��� ���
	�� ��� ���� � ���� �� � �
Let ���  ! " #%$'&�( ) * + ,�-/. 0 1 2 3�4657 89;: < =?>A@

If we estimate separate regressions for each of the B components of changes in the plant-industry
employment shares, C�D EF G H%IKJLNMPOKQRTSVUW X Y ZN[]\^ _ ` a b c
the estimates will be related to the estimates obtained from the regression (A1) of overall share
changes by de/f�gih�jkVl and mn o p q?r�sitvuw x y z { | The fact that the }�~��� defined in (4) in the text satisfy��� ���N�����%���/�������� then follows immediately from the expression for ��� ���N���� given above.
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Again, the definition can be motivated by regarding the formula as attributing to events in
the � th category both the change in the plant Herfindahl which would have resulted if the those
events were the only employment changes and a portion of the additional change in the Herfindahl
which results from the correlation between events of the � th and other types. In thinking about
correlation here (and if one wants to think about mean reversion and randomness) it is important
to keep in mind that the relevant correlations here are only those at the level of the individual
plant.
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Appendix B
This appendix provides additional information on the data used in the paper.
Industries
Theindustry codesprovided in theLRD areavailablein two forms, based on theSIC prevailing

when the census was taken and based on the current (1987) SIC. We use the latter, so that
industry definitions are consistent. Industries are aggregated to the 3-digit level, which includes
140 industry groups. Six of these were dropped: the four industries covering tobacco products
(211, 212, 213 and 214), as well as the search and navigation equipment and fur goods industries
(381 and 237). The tobacco industries were excluded because of the importance of industry
switches among them, which probably do not reflect fundamental changes in the operations of
the plants from which the state-industry employment numbers are derived. Similarly, there were
large reported switches between the fur goods and women’s outerwear industry which would have
made the fur goods industry a large outlier in its concentration change. The search and navigation
equipment industry was excluded because of a major discontinuity in employments over time,
which might be due to recoding in the years prior to 1987 to make them consistent with the 1987
SIC.� �V�V���

and  �¡�¢ £�¡�¢
The ¤ ¥ ¦ and §6¨ © coefficients are calculated using the “Use of Commodities by Industries”

table from the 1987 Benchmark Input-Output Accounts. This table provides numbers on the
value of each group of commodities used as input in each industry at the national level. While
some commodities can partly be produced by other industries than the one associated with these
commodities, we ignore this distinction and therefore interpret the numbers from the table as
providing an estimate of how much of an industry’s production is used as an input to other
industries. Since the industry groups used in producing the input- output tables differ from the
SIC ones, some of the numbers had to be reallocated to make them consistent with our 3-digit SIC
industries. In general, I-O industries consist of one or a group of 4-digit SIC industries. In most
cases, these I- O industries don’ t overlap 3-digit SIC industries. In this case, the rows (columns)
corresponding to the I-O industries are collapsed into a single row (column). If there is some
overlap, the numbers for that I-O industry are allocated to the 3-digit SIC industries based on the
total value of shipments of the 4-digit SIC industries that make up the I-O industry. A column
of the resulting matrix, say ª , says how much of the corresponding 3-digit industry’s inputs come
from the set of all 3-digit industries. The input coefficient, « ¬  , is then equal to the (j,i) entry of
the matrix divided by the sum of the entries in the ® th column excluding the (i,i) entry, i.e. it is
the fraction of industry ¯ ’s inputs (excluding the inputs coming from within the industry) coming
from industry ° . To obtain the ±;² ³ coefficient, we divide the (i,j) entry by industry i’s total output
(as calculated as the sum of all uses for the commodities comprised in industry i in the original
I-O table, including final uses such as consumption, investment, etc.).

The ´ µT¶�·�¸ variable for a given industry-state, say ( ¹ º » ) iscalculated by summing over all other
industries the products of the ¼ ½ ¾ coefficients by the corresponding fractions ¿vÀ Á Â Ã ÄPÅ Æ , which are
equal to the shares of employment in all other industries that is located in state Ç . The È;É Ê
variable is obtained in a similar fashion. For Ë ÌTÍ�Î�Ï ÐPÑ and Ò�Ó�Ô ÕVÓ�Ô Öv× , we calculate the shares
of employment ØÙÚ Û Ü Ý Þ�ßà á based on single-unit firmsonly. Otherwise, thecalculations are thesame.âPãTä å æ ç]è é

and êë ì ì í îVí
The ï%ð ñ variable comes from the National Industry-Occupation Employment Matrix (NIOEM)

for 1987, which presentsemployment numbers(at thenational level) for agroup of 277 occupations
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and 185 broadly-defined industries, including 51 manufacturing industries. Each 3-digit SIC
industry is assumed to possess the same composition of employment (by occupation) as that of
the NIOEM industry to which it belongs. ò%ó ô is simply the fraction of industry õ ’s employment
that is in occupation ö . ÷�ø ù ù ú û�ú comes from the same source. Each of the 277 occupations was
classified (based on the authors’ best guess) as either requiring or not requiring a college degree.üý þ þ ÿ �Vÿ �

equals the fraction of employment in industry � that is part of these occupations.��� � �	�	
 � �
The �� � numbers are derived from Table 20.1 of Scherer (1984). Each entry in that table is a

dollar amount of 1974 R&D spending in a given industry that is assumed to flow out to benefit
another industry. The conversion from the 38 broadly-defined groups of manufacturing industries
reported there to our 3-digit industries was achieved by apportioning the number for a given entry
in the table to the corresponding 3-digit industries based on the latter industries’ total value of
shipments (obtained from the 1987 Census of Manufactures). For instance, if ������ is the entry in
Scherer’s table corresponding to the dollar flow of benefits from industry � to industry � , and�

(resp., � ) is a 3-digit industry that is part of industry group � (resp., � ) and accounts for a
fraction ��� (resp, �� of all shipments in that industry group, then !�" # = $&% '�(�)�*+-, .. /10 2 354 6 0 7 8 /

The employment numbers used to calculate the 9;: < variable come from the LRD.=?> @ A5B5C
This measure of transportation costs for the industry is equal to the total weight of shipments

(in tons) divided by their total value, as obtained from the 1977 Census of Transportation (the
last year for which these numbers were available). The distance measure mentioned in the text is
equal to ton-miles divided by total weight (which is a ton-weighted average of distance shipped).
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Table 1: Mean levels of geographic concentration 1972 - 1992

1972 1977 1982 1987 1992
Ellison-Glaeser index ( D ) .039 .039 .038 .036 .034
Raw concentration (G) .049 .049 .049 .046 .045
Plant Herfindahl (H) .013 .012 .012 .012 .013
Employment weighted mean E .038 .038 .037 .035 .034

Table 2: Correlation of Ellison-Glaeser index over time (1972-92)

1972 1977 1982 1987
1977 .973
1982 .967 .973
1987 .918 .924 .969
1992 .917 .925 .962 .975
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Table 3: Pattern of raw concentration changes across industries

Average Estimates Average five-year percent
correlation change in raw concentration

Set of Industries Mean F between
[number of industries (1972) 1972 and G H Total Mean Disper-
in brackets] 1992 state Reversion sion

shares
Full sample [134] .039 .86 -.062 .010 -2.4 -12.0 9.6
Geog. concentrated [45] .088 .88 -.043 .010 -2.5 -8.4 5.9
Geog. unconcentrated [45] .006 .86 -.116 .008 -0.1 -21.7 -21.5
Conc. high technology [6] .103 .82 -.065 .013 -4.8 -11.9 7.0
Conc. natural resource [11] .052 .90 -.059 .007 -5.7 -11.1 5.4
Conc. textile & apparel [14] .111 .88 -.015 .010 2.1 -2.8 4.8
Conc. crafts [6] .048 .79 -.064 .011 -1.6 -12.2 10.7

Table 4: Raw concentration changes and industry movement over time

Percentage change in raw concentration
Time Period Total Mean Reversion Dispersion

1972-77 -1.3 -9.6 8.3
1977-82 -1.4 -10.3 8.9
1982-87 -4.3 -16.6 12.3
1987-92 -2.7 -11.7 9.0

Table 5: Employment changes at various life cycle stages

Dependent variables: components of employment share changes, IKJ L M N O
Total New Old Closures Expansions/ Switches

Independent change firm firm Contractions
variable births birthsP Q R S1TVU W X -.062 -.023 -.018 .024 -.031 -.014

(.002) (.0004) (.0006) (.001) (.001) (.001)Y Z [ \^]`_Va b c 1.000 .174 .198 .138 .488 .002
(.023) (.005) (.007) (.012) (.014) (.016)d�e

.05 .11 .05 .02 .07 .00f^g h�i j jlk .95 .22 .31 .51 .56 .65

Standard errors in parentheses.
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Table 6: Life cycle decomposition of changes in geographic concentration

Time Percent Percent change in mnlo attributed to:
period change New Old Closures Expansions/ Switches

in pq r firm firm Contractions
births births

1972-77 0.4 -2.1 -1.8 2.9 -0.7 2.2
1977-82 -2.7 -2.8 -0.8 2.6 -2.8 1.2
1982-87 -5.9 -2.3 -1.2 -0.1 -2.4 0.2
1987-92 -4.7 -2.7 0.2 0.6 -2.9 0.4
Average of estimates -3.2 -2.5 -0.9 1.5 -2.2 1.0

Table 7: Life cycle decompositions for various subsets of industries

Set of Average Percent change in stlu attributed to:
industries percent New Old Closures Expansions/ Switches

change firm firm Contractions
in vwlx births births

Full sample -3.2 -2.5 -0.9 1.5 -2.2 1.0
Geographically concentrated -2.2 -3.1 -1.3 2.5 -2.6 1.2
Geographically unconcentrated 4.9 -0.0 1.6 1.3 0.4 2.4
Conc. high technology -4.1 -1.8 -2.7 5.1 -5.6 0.8
Conc. natural resource -8.3 -3.2 -0.7 0.4 -3.9 0.8
Conc. textile & apparel 0.9 -1.5 0.3 0.4 0.5 1.9
Conc. crafts -0.1 -4.3 -0.7 2.5 -1.6 3.0
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Table 8: Life cycle employment changes with plant age and size effects

Dependent variables: yKz�{| } ~ � �&� �
Independent New firm Old firm Closures Expansions/
variables births births Contractions� � � � � �K���� � � �&� � � .63 .72 .88 1.16

(8.6) (4.0) (18.4) (16.9)� � � � �K���� � � �&� � � .39 -.01 .24 -.32
(5.9) (0.0) (4.5) (-5.2)

log(avg. plant size) .07 -.02
(4.2) (-2.0)

Share 0-4 yrs old -.02 .02
(-8.4) (3.7)

Share 5-9 yrs old -.01 .02
(-5.8) (3.8)

Adjusted  �¡ .51 .23 .57 .35
Number of obs. 164,552 164,552 85,598 85,598

Regressions at MSA level include MSA, industry, and year fixed effects.
Estimated t-statistics in parentheses.
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Table 9: Employment changes and initial state-industry employment by 2-digit industry

Dependent variables: ¢K£�¤¥ ¦ § ¨ ©&ª «
New firm Old firm Closures Expansions/

Industry births births Contractions¬  ® ¯ ° ± ² ³ ´ µ ¶ · ¸ ¹ º » ¼ ½ ¾ ¿ À Á Â Ã Ä Å Æ Ç
20. Food .46 .49 .67 .03 .76 .24 1.11 -.14
22. Textiles .57 .63 .99 .08 .84 .35 1.06 -.36
23. Apparel 1.11 .18 .71 .01 1.15 02 .80 .01
24. Lumber & wood .55 .20 .81 -.13 .84 .11 1.11 -.10
25. Furniture & fixtures .38 .52 .37 .53 .56 .56 1.14 -.00
26. Paper .27 .66 .84 -.12 .84 .37 1.10 -.38
27. Printing & Publishing .41 .55 .38 .63 .56 .72 1.16 -.50
28. Chemicals .41 .51 .54 .16 .67 .37 1.07 -.18
29. Petroleum & coal .44 .34 .61 .29 .88 -.03 1.08 -.07
30. Rubber & misc. plastics .39 .61 .32 .37 .95 .34 1.32 -.58
31. Leather .47 .87 .94 -.21 1.00 .30 .99 -.42
32. Stone, clay, & glass .20 .64 .25 .35 .65 .35 1.32 -.38
33. Primary metals .50 .47 .38 .21 .98 .13 1.10 -.17
34. Fabricated metal products .58 .29 .56 .03 .80 .22 1.19 -.25
35. Industrial machinery & equip. .69 .17 .85 -.12 .85 .27 1.12 -.30
36. Electronic & electric equip. .44 .59 .36 .54 .60 .67 1.17 -.31
37. Transportation equipment .21 .64 .94 -.58 .73 .34 1.06 -.25
38. Instruments .16 .81 .79 -.15 .73 .19 1.42 -.64
39. Miscellaneous .68 .23 .85 -.12 .90 .24 1.93 -1.26

Regressions at MSA level include MSA, industry and year fixed effects. Regressions
for closures and expansions/contractions include age and size controls.
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Table 10: Employment growth due to births, closures, and expansions: linear specification, MSA
data

Independent Dependent variables: ÈKÉ�ÊË Ì Í Î Ï&Ð Ñ
variables New firm Old firm Closures Expansions/

births births Contractions
Input .07 -.01 -.01 -.01

(1.5) (0.8) (-0.8) (-0.5)
Output .00 .06 -.04 .01

(0.1) (2.9) (-2.2) (-0.4)
Labor mix .06 -.01 -.08 -.01

(5.2) (-1.0) (-2.4) (-1.4)
Integration .05 -.03 -.04 -.01

(1.1) (-0.8) (-2.2) (-1.4)
Tech. flows -.06 .03 .01 -.00

(-2.4) (1.6) (1.8) (-0.3)Ò Ó Ô Õ ( ÖK×�ØÙ Ú Û Ü�Ý Þ ) .60 .73 .86 1.16
(9.9) (3.9) (17.7) (16.8)ß à á ( âKã�äå æ ç è�é ê ) .36 -.03 .24 -.32
(4.8) (-0.2) (4.6) (-5.0)

log(avg. plant size) .05 -.02
(3.4) (-1.9)

Share 0-4 yrs old -.04 .02
(-9.1) (3.1)

Share 5-9 yrs old -.02 .01
(-6.0) (3.4)

Regressions include MSA, industry, and year fixed effects.
t-statistics in parentheses.
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Table 11: Employment growth due to births and closures: log specification, MSA data

Independent Dependent variable: log(1 + ëKì�íî ï ð )
variables New firm births Old firm births Closures
Input -.00 -.00 .03 .03 -.01

(0.0) (0.0) (2.8) (3.1) (-1.9)
Output .02 .02 .01 .01 .00

(3.2) (3.4) (0.6) (1.2) (-0.8)
Labor Mix .18 .17 .13 .13 -.07

(13.4) (12.6) (9.7) (9.4) (-5.5)
Labor Mix*Closure rate .02 .01 .02

(6.1) (3.2) (4.4)
Integration .08 .08 .10 .11 .00

(5.0) (5.2) (4.9) (5.6) (-0.2)
Integration*College .01 .06 -.01

(1.2) (5.0) (-2.0)
Technological Flows .00 .00 .04 .04 -.01

(0.3) (0.3) (4.9) (4.4) (-4.0)
log(( ñ�òVó&ô õ ö ÷ ø ùKú�ûü ý þ ÿ ��� � ) .16 .16 .14 .14 1.24

(68.4) (68.4) (54.5) (54.5) (173.1)
log( � � � � �
	�� � � ) .04 .04 -.04 -.04 -.34

(6.9) (6.9) (-8.0) (-8.0) (-20.6)
log(avg. plant size) .75

(114.3)
Share 0-4 yrs old -.08

(-27.6)
Share 5-9 yrs old -.02

(-6.4)
Adjusted ��� 0.56 0.56 0.32 0.32 0.57
Number of obs. 163,938 163,938 163,938 163,938 85,588

Regressions include MSA, industry, and year fixed effects. Dependent variable
for closure regression is ��� � ��� �����
� closure�  !#" . t-statistics in parentheses.
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Table 12: Industry specific coefficients on $&%(' ) * +-, . and / 021 3 4�5 6 1 7 8 0

Dependent variable: log(1+ 9
:�;< = > )
Industry New firm births Old firm births Closures

Labor Integ. Labor Integ. Labor Integ.
20. Food .09 .44 .26 .45 -.15 -.11
22. Textiles .15 .06 .10 .02 -.34 -.04
23. Apparel .18 .18 .08 .12 .07 .01
24. Lumber & wood .37 .24 .39 .03 .01 .03
25. Furniture & fixtures .32 .21 .09 .15 .04 -.01
26. Paper -.07 .03 .06 .03 .08 -.01
27. Printing & publishing .25 .06 .29 .10 .01 .01
28. Chemicals -.04 .23 .25 .37 .05 -.03
29. Petroleum & coal -.05 -.21 .20 -.29 .10 .07
30. Rubber & misc. plastics .17 .09 .23 .10 -.14 .01
31. Leather -.23 .07 -.08 -.03 -.25 -.05
32. Stone, clay, & glass .07 .19 .10 .21 -.05 .01
33. Primary metals .10 .04 .11 .04 -.29 -.09
34. Fabricated metal products .33 .16 .22 .18 .12 .01
35. Industrial machinery & equip. .47 .24 .33 .30 .03 .01
36. Electronic & electric equip. .27 .17 .26 .19 -.02 -.04
37. Transportation .08 .10 .08 .08 -.19 -.03
38. Instruments .30 .22 .34 .31 -.16 -.02
39. Miscellaneous .16 .26 -.04 .22 .01 .02

Regressions include MSA, industry, and year fixed effects. Regression for closures has
dependent variable ?�@ A B2C DFE�GIH closureJ K LNM and includes plant age and size controls.
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Table 13: Employment changes due to birth and closures: log specification, state data

Independent Dependent variable: log(1+ O
P�QR S T )
variables New firm births Old firm births Closures
Input .04 .04 .08 .07 -.01

(5.5) (5.6) (7.8) (7.5) (-2.5)
Output .03 .03 .01 .02 -.02

(5.1) (5.1) (1.6) (2.6) (-3.8)
Labor mix .43 .43 .25 .25 -.06

(11.0) (10.6) (5.4) (5.3) (-2.0)
Labor mix*Closure rate .00 .02

(0.0) (2.4)
Integration .06 .06 .09 .04 .01

(5.9) (5.9) (6.5) (2.4) (4.4)
Integration*College -.05 .50

(-1.5) (5.2)
Technological Flows -.01 -.01 .03 .02 -.01

(-1.5) (-1.5) (3.3) (3.0) (-2.1)
log( U�VXW�Y Z [ \ ]
^�_` a b c d�e f ) .20 .20 .25 .25 1.28

(29.5) (29.5) (30.0) (30.0) (92.5)
log( g h i j kIl�mn o p ) .34 .34 .14 .14 -.36

(13.5) (13.5) (6.3) (6.2) (-11.0)
log(avg. plant size) .72

(57.7)
Share 0-4 yrs old -.05

(-11.2)
Share 5-9 yrs old -.01

(-3.1)
Adjusted q�r .73 .73 .54 .54 .74
Number of observations 27,234 27,234 27,336 27,336 23,473

Regressions include state, industry, and year fixed effects. Regression
for closures has dependent variable sFt u vxw yFz|{
} closure~ � �#� and includes
plant age and size controls.
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Table 14: Initial employment, MSA data

Independent variables Dependent Variable: log(1+ ��� � � )
Input .01

(.08)
Output .06

(6.9)
Labor mix .41

(21.7)
Integration .04

(3.8)
Technological Flows .03

(6.5)
log( � � � �F� � ) .58

(45.8)
Adjusted ��� .54
Number of observations 164,552

Regressions include MSA, industry, and year fixed effects.
t-statistics in parentheses.
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